4 Civilians Die in Mid-Air Collision

Tinker Pilots Survive Crash

Four civilians were killed near Tinker, Ala., Tuesday afternoon when a light plane collided with a Tinker Air Force Base plane. The crash occurred over the Alabama countryside and the plane was piloted by Maj. Bill, B. C. Clendenin. Dr. Clendenin was a student at the University of Oklahoma and professor of the Air Force Institute of Technology. They were attached to Tinker. Clendenin's body was not recovered and both injured men were flown to St. Thomas Hospital in Montgomery. Two men were seriously injured, but did not sustain fatal injuries.

Some 300 residents of the area witnessed the crash and scattered debris was consumed by a small brush fire.

A stray bullet from a Lockheed F-94 jet plane, which was involved in the crash, hit a telephone pole in the area.

The crash was described as a "massacre" of life, with the pilot, police said. See Copy, Page 1

Long Stakeout Brings Arrest

SUSPECT NABBED IN BRUTAL RAPE

* * *

3 Victims View Man In Lineup

Wives On Strike

Storm Spawns Tornadoes

By Paul Hender

A Tangent suspect in four sex assault cases was identified by the California police as the prime suspect in the rape of a woman in Tanger. The suspect was identified as a white male, 5 feet 10 inches tall, with blonde hair and blue eyes. He is wanted for questioning in connection with the rape.

Truckers Vote No To Return

The Inside News

One year old baby was badly beaten and thrown out of the car on the road.

OKLAHOMA CITY

Nabbed in new series of giant wheat deals and Bristol. His name was not released. See Copy, Page 1

A Borrowed Puppy

Robert Turner

FEEL YOUNG AGAIN

Journal readers will find their way to a new menu at a new young Adult College starting Thursdays. The menu, written in the style of a young college student, is a nutty, fruity, and vegetable Excel. It's called "Nutritional Series." The menu includes a variety of nuts, fruits, vegetables, and grains that are rich in vitamins and minerals. It's also a great way to get your daily recommended intake of nutrients.

Tangential College offers a unique dining experience for students and non-students alike. The menu is designed to be both nutritious and delicious, with options for those with specific dietary needs. The college also provides cooking classes and workshops to help students learn how to cook healthy meals on a budget.

So, if you are interested in trying something new, come and visit us at Tangential College today! You won't be disappointed!
**Oklahoma ROUNDPUP**

**21-Gun Salute Marks Memorial Day At Sill**

**Special Notice!**

For Our Many Customers Who Were Not Able to Take Advantage of the Summer Savings Sale Appreciation Day Monday Because of the Rain

This Event Will Be Continued for Today Only!

**John Brown & Co.**

**Green Stamps**

With Every Purchase!
Limited Supply Of Giant Wall Maps On Sale

Garbage Express On Move

Preparring For Production

Housing Bias Survey Begun Around Tinker

Late May Wedding Rites Highlight Social Calendar

More Fun in a Better Car...

Check The Automobile Values In
The Oklahoma Journal
CLASSIFIED SECTION
Duke Of Windsor Gives Formula For 30 Years' Happiness.

The Obvious: A Good Woman

For Women

Golfer’s Wives Honored

Betrothals Told

Couple Wed In Baptist Ceremony

Social Notes

Freezer and Canning Supplies

Stack Easily for Compact Storage
Flexible Plastic Containers

For the Garden...

Salad Menu Is Home Catered

Aluminum Foil Special!

Just Look at these Exceptional Freezer Values!

For Women

Three Couples Wed

Bethel Mabel, the first-born daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Card, High Point, was married to Charles W. B. Card, High Point, on Tuesday, 10th, in the First Baptist Church. The wedding was performed by the Rev. J. B. B. Card, pastor of the church. Mrs. Card, who will live in High Point, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Card, High Point. Mr. Card, who will live in High Point, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Card, High Point.
What's Happened To First 'Gone With Wind' Cast?

Final Rites Set For Texas Native

Rites Today For Citizen

Sill GI Gets D.C. Lawyer

De-Escalate Parties, Perle Tells Capital

Top Office Goes To Bethany Boy

Senator Hamilton Dead

MEN...AGE IS NO BARRIER TO VITALITY AND BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE

CHINA 77.....STARTS TODAY..Both in Color

SMOKE OF LIT. STARTS TODAY..IN COLOR

SPRING LAKE ON LAGOON STARTS TODAY..IN COLOR

JERRY LEWIS AND FRIENDS STARTS TODAY..IN COLOR

CINDERELLA STARTS TODAY..IN COLOR

TAUNDER CANYON..STARTS TODAY..IN COLOR

CINDERELLA STARTS TODAY..IN COLOR

SMUS Trim
SIMMONS

MATTRESS AND BOXSPRING SETS

Includes these Famous Simmons Sets!
- Satin Smooth
- Posture Rest
- Comforpedic
- White House
- Ultra-pedic
- Ambassador
- Hotel Special
- Firm Posture
- Posture-Form
- Challenger

OVER 2,000 PCS. OF BEDDING GOES ON SALE TODAY! VALUES TO $69.95

If you need any size sleep set, now is the time to buy! Most of these sets, we have had in our inventory at one time or another. Simmons had two carloads in stock in Dallas. We bought all they had. Many are Orthopedic types! All are exceptional values at this price. Every piece is a Simmons and has a label that smart shoppers will recognize.

OFFERED ONLY IN SETS AT THIS SALE PRICE.

Your Choice $33.33

Full Size or Twin Size Mattress or Box Spring

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 SO WESTERN

OPEN TODAY 9 til 9

CAT-TAIL ROCKER
The most famous and most comfortable chair ever made. This style has been around for many, many years but will still be popular! Made of solid hard rock maple, it will give you service for years.
- Carved-over
- Inside back
- Curved on sides
- Tapered on rear

$28.88

DAYSTROM DINETTE
Daystrom dinette made "American"! This little bitty American set will look fine for years with little or no care at all. Just a light cloth will keep the chairs and table looking new.

$98.88

BERKLINE RECLINER
Here is comfort! Deep, wide cushion from the big pillow-back to the foam base with rollers! Comes with a pillow in your choice of colors.

$78.88

EARLY AMERICAN ROCKER
AND OTTOMAN
Made of hand-picked hickory and birch, the seating is fine leather or richly hand upholstered. Rocker and ottoman are a set.

$58.88

BUNK BEDS THAT MAKE TWIN BEDS.
COMPLETE WITH EXTRA FRAME SETS
These beds use only two legs and are hinged to fold up or down as a bed or a couch. They won't need a small area but will need as good a mattress as you would put in a regular size bed. The mattress won't go from bed to couch, but will fold. We also carry the beds without the mattress for $88.88.

$88.88

STRATFORD

$168.88